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The problem 
An unknown disease, SARS-COV-2, rapidly spreads across the 
planet. Its symptoms are unknown; its incubation and 
infectiousness periods are unknown; its severity is unknown. 

How do we determine when to close borders? 

How do we determine whether to build new hospitals?

How do we predict different mitigation strategies’ effectiveness?

What is the ideal partition of a population to limit/quench spread?

...
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Outline

● Subgrid picture of disease spread

● “Standard” compartmental models

● Extensions to “standard” models (c.f. 1927)

● Parameter inference

● Model shortfalls (percolation regime, 

heterogeneity)

● Extension to a campus
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“Microscopic” system description
>10,000,000 individuals (Illinois) with different ages and pre-existing conditions 

Individuals interact with each other according to time-dependent social network
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Each node is a 
person, each edge 

is an interaction
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“Microscopic” system description
>10,000,000 individuals (Illinois) with different ages and pre-existing conditions 

Individuals interact with each other according to time-dependent social network

Infectious individuals emit viral quanta according to activity state
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Buonanno+ 2020
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“Microscopic” system description
>10,000,000 individuals (Illinois) with different ages and pre-existing conditions 

Individuals interact with each other according to time-dependent social network

Infectious individuals emit viral quanta according to activity state

Quanta spread according to air flow patterns

6Morawska+ 2020
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“Microscopic” system description
>10,000,000 individuals (Illinois) with different ages and pre-existing conditions 

Individuals interact with each other according to time-dependent social network

Infectious individuals emit viral quanta according to activity state

Quanta spread according to air flow patterns

Different disease progression per individual

7
He+ 2020
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In an SEIR model, every member of the 
population is assigned to a population 
subgroup:

Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Removed

Individuals transition through the network 
stages according to reactions:

S + I → E  

E → I

I → R

Matthew Patrick+ 2016

Standard compartmental models
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a susceptible person is infected

an exposed person becomes infectious

an infectious person recovers
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Standard compartmental models: +stochasticity
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Real-world outbreaks are not smooth. Random 
noise is involved. Recast dynamical equations as 
stochastic differential equations, and use the 
Gillespie algorithm to produce trajectory.

1. Write reaction as rate = 1/time → timestep

2. Set dt = -log(1-X)/rate, X a R.U.V. in (0,1)

** extra details for systems with multiple reactions
Nachbar 2020
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Standard compartmental models: the problem
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Question: Since the differential equations do not 
transition individuals from left state to the right state, 
What is the distribution of “time spent” in a state?

Answer: exponential distribution!

Does not reflect the real world, which has reported 
latent/infectiousness profiles ~gamma distributions 
(e.g., Linton+ 2020)

dS/dt = - β I S

dE/dt = + β I S - a E

dI/dt = + a E - γ I

dR/dt = + γ I

days since first infectious
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Standard compartmental models: a solution
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Just add compartments to the model! Rates 
between compartments will be exponential, but 
the convolution of exponentials will be an 
Erlang distribution. 

Internal/parallel nodes can effectively produce 
any distribution you want (Hurtado+ 2019).

** related to the “exposed” compartment.

Skottfelt+ 2014

S ES E
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Standard compartmental models: a solution?
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Introducing Non-markovian models
The basic timing problem with compartment models comes from the fact that 
individuals do not know how long they have been in a state.

Fix: swap “single number” compartment populations for functions of time, i.e., 
swap differential equations for integro-differential equations. 

** actually an integral equation shown here

13Kermack–McKendrick theory (1927, 1932, 1933)
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scale factor

Introducing Non-markovian models
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contact between 
populations

how many people 
are infected at 

time t

number of individuals 
infected τ time ago 

density of 
susceptible 
individuals

time profile of infectiousness
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Data come primarily from the 
healthcare system, so must 
relate infected to symptomatic, 
to hospitalized, and so on

Model topology described by 
figure to the right

Dashed lines represent integral 
equations (as in previous slide)

Calibrating the model to data
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Find the model parameters that are most likely to produced observed data

Parameter inference
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probability of parameters 
θ given data D

probability of data D 
given parameters θ

base likelihood of parameters 
(e.g., incorporate severity model)

Use Monte carlo Markov Chain to maximize p over θ

neglect — data does not 
change over calibration
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Example calibration & correlation
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model robustness 
to new data

correlations with 
population mobility

posterior 
probability 
distribution
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Delay in signal from infections to hospitalizations, 
&c. allows for early-warning predictions
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Early warning system
Restore Illinois: 
phase 3 / 4 “no change” model tension
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Learn more...
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Model details (data sources, 
calibration procedures and 
comparisons, &c.) have been 
published.

Especially see references!

Production code is public
https://github.com/uiuc-covid19-modeling/pydemic

https://github.com/uiuc-covid19-modeling/pydemic
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Modeling a university population
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The mean-field model deals in effective parameters that approximate network 
heterogeneity, mitigation/intervention measurements, changing timetables, …

Unless the relationships between real world details and the effective parameters 
are well understood, guessing parameter values begs the question. 

Watts+ 1998

Idea: explicitly treat known network structure 
(class schedules, number of restaurants, room 
volumes, …) and marginalize over uncertainty. 

⇒ use agent-based models
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Agent-based model overview
Independently track location & infection state 
of (40k) campus-bound students, faculty, staff

Include complete course schedule, estimate 
out-of-class schedule

Compute ingested viral quanta based on 
proximity 

Set disease profiles based on literature

Simulate contact tracing by proximity

Simulate effects of quarantine and isolation
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Netlogo, an off-the-shelf ABM simulator
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● Don’t know details of disease infectivity

● Don’t know (e.g.) airflow patterns in classrooms, bars, libraries, dorms...

● Don’t know effects of interventions

● Under-constrained model for “return to campus”

● Making sense of contact tracing data requires understanding infection

● Student social life (before & after COVID) under-constrained

● Hard to estimate compliance / failures of contact tracing

Agent-based modeling is hard
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● Produce multiple scenarios, marginalize over uncertainty, update model as 
time goes by and more data is available

● Identify general warning trends

● Estimate effects of different mitigation strategies

● Exploration → understanding

Agent-based modeling is hard
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Better is good.

… but it is necessary
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● The world comprises zones, physical locations with volumes and airflow rates

● Each agent has a schedule that defines when to be in which zones

● Each agent has internal infection timers, that track disease progression

● If an agent is infected, they deposit viral quanta into zones as they move

● Viral quanta are localized and decay with time according to ventilation

● A viral quantum is an infection probability

● Individuals are infected according to ingested viral quanta when leaving a zone

Agent-based model: infection detail
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● Explore size threshold for shift to online classes (remove classes from schedule)

● Vary testing frequency per demographic

● Limit indoor population density (e.g., restaurants, bars, …)

● Vary the contact tracing app adoption rate

● Effects of quarantine/isolation compliance, threshold for sustainability

● Investigate effect of mask ordinances (in classrooms, libraries, buses, outside)

Agent-based model: mitigation detail
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Agent-based model: data products

26

simulated epidemic trajectories estimated mitigation effectiveness
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Agent-based model: contact tracing methods
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Cost/benefit tradeoff between too many notifications (→ ignored) and too few notifications 
(→ insufficient containment). 

Explore effectiveness of forward- versus bidirectional contact tracing.

Bradshaw+

Wang+ 
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Minimizing the delay between identification and quarantine/isolation is crucial!

If delay > 2 days, contact tracing will not work.

Agent-based model: contact tracing methods

28Ferretti+ 2020
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Agent-based model: results
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Definitive plan is effective!
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Thank you!
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